




















5.A) Do you have any comments about the information
used to develop this strategy.

Looking at Councils weekly reports published each Tuesday on the Council
website for the past 2019/20 financial year shows essentially that Bathurst
Council relied on flows from the Fish river for 32 weeks in 2019/2020 and only
released large volumes of town water from Chifley dam for a 20-week period
from the week ending 8/10/19 to 18/2/20. This period over summer occurred
when the Fish river stopped flowing. During this 20-week period Council
released 2584 ML of water and pumped out of the Macquarie river 1581MS for
the Bathurst Town water supply. The balance of 2584-1581 = 1004 ML can be
put down to in-stream losses, irrigators offtakes and flows over the Bathurst
water treatment works weir at Gormans Hill. Bathurst Council has a daily
record of the water height in the weir so should be able to account for what
water flows over the weir. In this example of Chifley dam releases in
2019/2020 at critical time when the Fish river has either stopped flowing, or
flows are too low to draw on, Council has only released 2584/1581 = 1.6 times
the water they need, not 4 to 5 times as stated in the draft Macquarie river
water strategy document. However, for 2019/2020 irrigators had only a 20%
allocation. For 2018/2019 I have detailed daily dam release figures but on the
yearly town water extractions. For 2018/2019 the total dam releases were
7980 ML over a period of 202 days or 29 weeks. This period allowed a 100%
allocation for irrigators. Reported yearly town water extractions totalled 300
ML. The in-stream losses, irrigators offtake and flows over the Bathurst water
treatment works weir at Gormans Hill were 7980-3000=4980ML. That is
around 5 times the 2019/2020 period. Council has only released
7980/3000=2.7 times the water they needed, still not 4 to 5 times as stated in
the draft Macquarie river water strategy document.

10. Other comments Do you have any other comments
about the Macquarie-Castlereagh Regional Water Strategy?



Bathurst Regional Council has not taken any consideration to the Horticulture
and Cropping industries that rely on the reliable flows of the Macquarie and
Fish rivers. These farming enterprisers have been operating in the valley for
many years and are a valuable economic resource that needs to be recognised.
If the proposed pipeline from Chifley dam goes ahead this will give Bathurst
Regional Council complete control of water releases into the Macquarie, which
we fear will greatly impact our future livelihoods. This is why we strongly
believe that now is the time for State Water to have full control of our part of
the Murry Darling system.


